A streamline-traced inlet based on the flow within the truncated Busemann inlet is designed, which has a total contraction of 7.9 and internal contraction ratio of 2.6. The boundary layer can destroy the designed flow pattern of the internal flows. Boundary layer correction that realized with the finite differential method is applied to restore the core flow to its designed pattern. CFD tools is used to 
I. Introduction
A scramjet is a heat engine which gets energy from combustion of fuel and produces useful work to propel the aircraft。The inlet, combustor and nozzle are the main components of a scramjet. Incoming flow of air is captured and compressed by the inlet, high pressure and heat are added for high efficient combustion in the combustor downstream.
Design concepts for a high performance scramjet inlets are well documented in the literature, which can be characterized in terms of the planar inlets and the inward-turning inlets [1] [2] (Fig.1) . In planar inlets, the flow compressions are achieved by a series of planar or quasi-planar (sidewall and 3D inlet) shock waves. Whereas, the inward turning inlets are designed to capture a portion of a known flowfield [3] [4] by specifying a leading edge and tracing the capture-perimeter streamlines through the baseline flowfield to create the inviscid waverider surfaces. Pressure rises smoothly through an infinite number of infinitesimally weak oblique shocks. Designed for full mass capture, the inward turning inlets avoid additional drag due to the spillage at design condition.
In this paper, a type of truncated streamline traced Busemann inlet is presented. The Busemann flow field within Busemann inlet is an axisymmetric internal flow defined by the Taylor-Maccoll equation: Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of the flow field. The axisymmetric internal flow consists of a set of conical Mach waves followed by a free-standing conical shock wave. All the conical Mach waves and the single freestanding conical shock wave coalesce at the apex at the origin. Under the assumption of inviscid flow, total pressure loss is considerably small.
Fig 1. Full Busemann inlet
Limited by the restriction of overall weight and size of the scramjet, it is always needed for an inlet designer to compromise between the size and the performance of an inlet. The inlet should be shortened without severe deterioration in performance. In this paper, we truncate the edge of the full Busemann inlet to obtain various baseline flow fields. In this paper, the full Busemann inlet is designed for the case in which the Mach number is 5.8 at the entrance and 3.0 at the exit. The relative length and total pressure recovery due to the truncation are tabulated in table 1. The best AOT is 5.5deg, as shown in table 1, the relative length is 2/3 that of the full Busemann inlet, whereas the invscid total pressure recovery has been maintained up to 89.6%. 
Angle of Truncation
After truncation, the coalescence of conical Mach wave at the origin is not realized. There is a curved shock wave that intersects with the axis at a point that is downstream the origin 'O'. The reflected conical shock wave impinge at a position downstream the shoulder rather than the shoulder in the non-truncated case. However, the total pressure recovery is maintained up to 89.6%. The curvature of the shock wave rises at its intersection with the axis, resulting in the high total pressure loss near the axis. As shown in the figure 4 the total pressure recovery of near the axis has come down to 63%, rather than 95% that is far from the axis. 
II. Design Techniques Streamline Tracing Technique
A supersonic inlet is said to be started when the captured flow does not choke internally and the internal flow is supersonic. The internal contraction of a fixed geometry intake is critical for self-starting performance. Streamline-tracing technique [3] [4] is introduced to reduce the internal contraction ratio to alleviate the starting problem. 
Boundary Layer Correction Technique
In reality, the viscosity effect reduces the velocity in the boundary layers on the inner surfaces of the inlet . The reduced velocity implies a decrease in the capacity of the inlet. One effect of the boundary layer is that it acts as a blockage in the cannel and actually adds to the contraction ratio which can degrade the designed internal flow field and decrease the start performance at the same time. Figure 7 depicts the effect of the boundary layer on the internal flow within the full Busemann inlet. Because of the displacement, the isentropic compression in not realized, the internal conical flow has been converted into a totally different pattern, and the total pressure recovery of the core flow decreases to 60% at the exit.
For the stream-traced inlets, the displacement of the boundary layer and the shock wave boundary layer interaction result in an additional contraction, which will cause the steady unstart. A correction can be applied to the internal diameter of the inlet by increasing the axial distance with the displacement thickness of the boundary layer to compensate for the blockage of the boundary layers [5] , as shown in fig 9a. The displacement thickness can be calculated by numerically solving the Reynolds averaged turbulent compressible boundary layer equations with pressure gradient (2.1),(2.2),(2.3) with the finite differential method presented by Cebeci and Bradshaw [6] . For stream-traced inlets, normal vector of the surfaces are calculated, along which the surfaces are moved the distance of local displacement thickenss. Figure 9b illustrates the normal vectors colorized by the local displacement thickness. Figure 10 The correction effect and the mass flow weighted performance are investigated For two dimensional cases, the x coordinate stands for axial distance from the original point and y coordinate stands for radial distance from the symmetric axis. The dimension in all 2D and 3D cases is meter.
Results of two dimensional models
The flow pattern for Case1A is shown in figure 12 . After correction, the Mach contours coalesce at the origin point, the core flow is restored to the designed pattern ( compared with figure 5a). The total pressure recovery of the core flow has been improved up to 90%(see figure 12c ). The correction is successsful in restoring the core flow pattern to its design. This will lead to a small re-expansion region, and there will be a with a pressure trough (due to the expansion) followed by an immediate pressure peak (due to the shock) on the wall behind the shoulder ,see figure 15.
After correction, the Mach number of the core flow and pressure ratio contours of the entire flow of the corrected inlet agree well with those of the inviscid one, see figure 14.
The total pressure recovery of the core flow has been improved up to 90%(see figure 12c) . The correction is successful in restoring the flow pattern to its design. The wall pressure shows excellent agreement between the inviscid inlet and the viscid corrected inlet. The sudden pressure rises that represents reflected shock waves agree well. The correction is successful for Case 1. 
Results of three dimensional models
The model to be computed is CCS-TBI-5.5, which has a total contraction ratio of 7.9 and an internal con-traction ratio of 2.6 (see fig6c).
For the inviscid and corrected cases, the flow patterns are shown in figure 16 . For the inviscid case, the distribution of the iso-surfaces of pressure ratio is as designed. As mentioned above, the turbulent computational result reports the unstart (see figure 8 ) of the uncorrected stream-traced inlet CCS-TBI-5.5
( figure 6c) . Whereas, the boundary layer correction has restored the pressure distribution to the invicid pattern( figure 16b ). Wall pressure of two lines are quantitatively compared between the invicid and corrected inlet. Line 1 is the intersection between the symmetry plane and the bottom side of the wall. Line 2 is the intersection between the wall and the plane that y=0.025m, which divides the isolator equally (see figure 17). 
